2.
Basic terminology a) Surface dividing a space ƒ ¶ (1) bi is in contact with bi+1 on Si. (1) Suppose that a is in contact with b•¾c on X (See Fig.4(b) ). Then we have 
then we can expect additional relations as follows: 
In the same way, substituting b3•¾b4 for b3 in equations type of boundary surfaces S1, S2 and S3. Fig.7 ).
As S4 is •gC2•h, we obtain
As S5 is •gC1•h, substituting of (b5•¾b6) for b5 in the equations, we obtain b5•¾b6= 
(6.6b) From equations (6.5a,b) and (6.6a,b), we have 
This indicates that b3 is in contact with b6 on S4 if b3 •¿ b6
•‚ƒÓ. <Example 
7>
where
It (Sakamoto et. al., 1993; Sakamoto,1994 
